
Tired of putting up with metered aerosol’s clouds of 
wet, sticky solvents and propellants? Then, put up ourfresh        

Great for medium spaces

The modern solution to metered aerosol

Hallways Conference Rooms LobbiesRestrooms

Dry Fragrance Technology  
Liquid-free, leaves no sticky residue

Eco Friendly Refills  
100% recyclable, contains biodegradable 
additive and is VOC compliant 

Superior 30-Day Performance  
Consistent fragrance release from  
day 1 to day 30

Easy to Refill  
Hang approximately 6 ft. high in the center 
of the space; no need for a ladder 5.3”

5.3”

Medium Space Example = 2-4 stall restroom  
( approximately 100 - 250 sq. feet )  

Now Contains the Odor 
Neutralizer moc3

tm
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Light Activated – Only runs when the lights are on  

Requires one C Alkaline Battery 

Removing the battery starts the program over at day one

GREEN light blinks every 15 seconds when program is running

RED light blinks when battery is low or on day 30  

The word ‘REPLACE’ flashes on day 30

An audible beep begins on day 33 if the refill and battery have not been replaced

                     

Kiwi Grapefruit                         

Summer Sunshine

Spiced Apple         

Cotton Blossom          

Mango

Spa Minerals

Seaside Breeze

Cucumber Melon

Coconut Vanilla         
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Smart & Efficient Technology 
Innovative Smart program ensures an equal fragrance release over 
30 days. Contains a light sensor to conserve battery life so the unit 
only works when the room is in use. The smart chip controls the  
programming so the fan runs sparingly in week 1 and  gradually 
turns more frequently over the 4 week period,  helping release the 
same amount of air freshener daily over 30 days.
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CC204-FAN

CC204-KG

CC204-SS

CC204-SP

CC204-CB

CC204-MG

CC204-SM

CC204-SB

CC204-CM

CC204-CV


